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IF184202 Data Structure (IUP) 

Final Exam 
 
Starting date: 3 April 2020 
Deadline:  10 April 2020, 23:59 WIB. Penalty: 0.15 points for each minute  

 of tardiness. 
Exam type:  Open 
Send to:  
 MM Irfan Subakti <yifana@gmail.com> 
 CC to Irham M Fadhil <Irham.mfadhil@gmail.com> with the 

subject: IF184202 _DATAST_IUP_FIN_StudentID_Name 
File type and format: A zip file containing all of the .cpp source files, the report & the 

declaration 
Filename format: IF184202_DATAST_IUP_FIN_StudentID_Name.ZIP 
 
Instruction 
Please do these steps as in the following. 
 
 

1. Please create a C++ Heap Sort program, namely 01_heap_[your_name].cpp. Input 
at least 10 data, then sort it out. Print the data before it’s sorted and the data after it’s 
sorted. [MEDIUM] [50 points] 
 
Sample input 
7 4 2 6 12 10 3 1 9 8 
 
Sample output 
1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 12 
 
 

2. Given a list of tickets, please find the itinerary in a given order. This program, namely 
02_hashing_[your_name].cpp, need to utilise the hashing method. The algorithm 

of the program can be seen as in the following. [HARD] [50 points] 
 
[1] Create a HashMap of a given pair of tickets. Remember that a HashMap stores the data 

in (key, value) pairs. Let the created HashMap be called “dataset”. Every entry of 

“dataset” has the form of “from->to”. The example of the “dataset” can be 
seen below. 

 
“Chennai” -> “Bangalore” 

“Bombay” -> “Delhi” 
“Goa” -> “Chennai” 
“Delhi” -> “Goa” 

 
[2] Find the starting point of the itinerary. 
 

[A] Create a reverse HashMap.  Let the reverse be called “reverseMap”. Each entry 

of “reverseMap” has the form of “to->form”. The example of the 
“reverseMap” from the example in [1] can be seen below. 
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“Bangalore” -> “Chennai” 

“Delhi” -> “Bombay” 
“Chennai” -> “Goa” 
“Goa” -> “Delhi” 

  
[B] Traverse the “dataset”.  For every key of the dataset, check if it exists in the 

“reverseMap”.  If a key cannot be found, then we have found the starting point.  
 

In the example, “Bombay” is the starting point. 

 
[3] Starting from the top, then find the starting point and traverse the “dataset” to print 

the itinerary. 
 
Input 

“Chennai” -> “Bangalore” 
“Bombay” -> “Delhi” 
“Goa” -> “Chennai” 

“Delhi” -> “Goa” 
 
Output  

“Bombay” -> “Delhi”, “Delhi” -> “Goa”, “Goa” -> “Chennai”, “Chennai” 
-> “Bangalore” 

 
 

3. Please make a report, namely Report_[your_name].PDF, which is consisting of: 

• Method(s) for solving the problem, 

• The source code, 

• The running result & analysis, 

• Conclusion. 
 
 

4. To avoid plagiarism/cheating, every student needs to pledge and declare, then she/he 
must submit her/his signed pledge and declaration as in the following. Failed to do so will 
be resulted in getting 0 (zero) grade. Attach the scanned/photo of your declaration in your 
report. 

 
 
 

“By the name of Allah (God) Almighty, herewith I pledge and truly declare that I have solved 
final exam by myself, didn’t do any cheating by any means, didn’t do any plagiarism, and 
didn’t accept anybody’s help by any means. I am going to accept all of the consequences 
by any means if it has proven that I have been done any cheating and/or plagiarism.” 

 
[Place, e.g., Surabaya], [date, e.g., 10 April 2020] 

 
<Signed> 

 
[Full name, e.g., Ayu Damayanti] 
[StudentID, e.g., 05111940000xxx] 
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5.  ZIP the files of 01_heap_[your_name].cpp, 02_hashing_[your_name]. cpp, 

Report_[your_name].PDF and your declaration (e.g., Declaration.PDF) into 1 
(one) only .ZIP file, namely IF184202_DATAST_IUP_FIN_StudentID_Name.ZIP. 
Send this .ZIP file to yifana@gmail.com and CC-ed to Irham Muhammad Fadhil 
<irham.mfadhil@gmail.com>. 

6.  Have an amazing day, guys! Good luck! 😊 

 


